


7. Llama Destroys the World by Jonathan Stutzman 
We’ve all eaten just a little too much cake at some point in our lives - but none of us have gone on to 
accidentally tear a hole in the space-time continuum! This fun and silly picture book is full of laughs 
as well as lessons on the potential problems of too much cake! Published May 7 
 
8. Lottie and Walter by Anna Walker 
Lottie goes to swimming lessons every Saturday - she just doesn’t get into the pool. Why? Because 
there’s a shark swimming in the water intent on eating her and only her! When Walter the Walrus 
shows up he shows her just how courageous she can be. Walker’s illustrations are gorgeous, perfectly 
complementing this heartwarming tale of facing your fears. Published May 7 
 

MIDDLE GRADE (AGES 8-12) 
 
1. Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus by Dusti Bowling 
Aven Green loves to tell people she lost both her arms wrestling a gator or in a wildfire in Tanzania, 
but the truth is she was born without them. When her parents move to run a western theme park in 
Arizona, Aven finds a new friend in her classmate, Connor. Together they must solve the theme 
park’s many mysteries in this funny, poignant, and exciting read. Published March 5 
 
2. Unicorn Rescue Society #4 by Adam Gidwitz 
The Unicorn Rescue Society is back, and this time they’re in our own backyard in the Río Grande! 
Friend of Brazos David Bowles joins Adam Gidwitz in authoring the latest of the fantastical and fun 
series! Elliot and Uchenna must team up with new friends and allies to save the mythical chupacabras! 
Published April 16 
 
3. The Last-Day-of-Summer by Lamar Giles 
Nothing kills summertime fun like the looming first day of school. Of course, the solution usually 
doesn’t involve a time-stopping camera wielded by a strange man. It’s up to Otto and Sheed (and 
their crew of oddballs) to re-start time and save the day in this zany, clever romp. Published April 2 
 
4. Apocalypse Taco by Nathan Hale 
After a late-night taco run Sid, Axl, and Ivan return to find themselves. Not in a deep, metaphorical 
sense; they find their actual clones walking about pretending to be them. Chaos, humor, and 
adventure ensue in this latest graphic novel from acclaimed author Nathan Hale. Published March 26 
 
5. Midsummer’s Mayhem by Rajani LaRocca 
Can Mimi undo the mayhem caused by her baking in this retelling of A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S 
DREAM? LaRocca’s novel is bursting with magic, mystery, and, of course, mayhem! This is the 
perfect read for fans of Anna Meriano’s LOVE SUGAR MAGIC series. Published June 4 
 
6. Hurricane Season by Nicole Melleby 
All Fig wants is to see the world the way her artistic father does. A once-renowned pianist, Fig’s father 
now has good and bad days. When Fig tries an art class to grow closer to him, she inadvertently 
brings social services to the door. In her novel about taking risks and facing fears, Melleby shows 
readers the power of art and love. Published May 7 
 
 



7. Maximillian Fly by Angie Sage 
This is the middle-grade METAMORPHOSIS mash-up you didn't know you needed! The 

Lemony-Snicket-esque prose work perfectly to tell the strange and fascinating tale of Maximillian, a 
human with the features of a cockroach. Wacky, fun, and so satisfying, Maximillian will steal your 
heart! Published June 11 
 

8. Other Words for Home by Jasmine Warga 
Jude never thought she’d be leaving her beloved older brother and father behind, across the 

sea in Syria. But with rising tensions threatening to break, Jude and her mother must travel to 
America to start over. A lyrical and moving novel told in verse, OTHER WORDS FOR HOME is a 
coming of age story for increasingly difficult times. Published May 28 
 

YOUNG ADULT (AGE 13 AND UP) 
 

1. With the Fire On High by Elizabeth Acevedo 
High School senior Emoni Santiago is a single mother who dreams of becoming a 

professional chef, but circumstance stands against her. Told in short, vignette-like chapters, WITH 
THE FIRE ON HIGH takes the often disenfranchised minority of teen moms and makes them easy 
to empathize with. Printz and National Book Award winner Acevedo is a powerhouse of love, 
compassion, and raw talent. Published May 7 
 
2. Spin the Dawn by Elizabeth Lim 
Expected to marry for the good of her family, young Maia thwarts her fate and disguises herself as her 
brother to enter the palace and become the royal tailor. Lim re-imagines the tale of Thousandfur in an 
epic adventure filled with beautiful, rich imagery and a stunning, breathless plot. Published July 9 
 
3. Nocturna by Maya Motayne 
When the crown prince who was never meant to be unleashes a dangerous power he must team up 
with a cunning, face-changing thief to stop the end of days. This epic story is richly detailed with 
deep roots in Latinx culture - a complex tapestry woven with skill and magic. Published May 7 
 

4. Wilder Girls by Rory Power 
The girls of Raxter Island are changing - some grow fins, some have bones of steel, and many 

have died. The girls struggle to survive inside a harsh quarantine zone - that is until Hetty's best 
friend, Byatt, goes missing. WILDER GIRLS is unflinching when looking into the hearts and minds 
of adolescent girls - their wants, fears, and will to survive. Published July 9 
 
5. Patron Saints of Nothing by Randy Ribay 
When Jay discovers that his Filipino cousin was murdered as part of President Duterte’s war on 
drugs, Jay travels to the Philippines to learn the real story. Told through lyrical prose, this coming-
of-age tale shows the struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity. Published June 18 
 
6. This Time Will Be Different by Misa Sugiura 
CJ Katsuyama does not live up to her mother’s type A standards. When CJ’s mother sells the family 
shop to the family that swindled CJ’s grandparents during the WWII Japanese Internment, CJ 
finally finds something to fight for. Sugiura tackles tough issues with finesse, telling a story filled 
with love, humor, and insight. Published May 15 
 



7. Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up with Me by Mariko Tamaki 
Laura Dean is the most popular girl in high school; confident, charming, and SO cute. She’s 
Freddy’s dream girl, but possibly not the best girlfriend. When a medium tells Freddy she must 
break up with Laura Dean, their relationship spirals out of control. With trichromatic panels and a 
romantic story, this graphic novel is a beautiful work of art perfect for summer. Published May 7 
 
8. The Grief Keeper by Alexandra Villasante 
When seventeen-year-old Marisol is caught illegally crossing the US border, she is given a choice: be 
deported or become a grief keeper, someone who takes the grief of another into themselves. This 
tender tale explores the consequences of when both love and human beings are branded illegal. 
Published June 11 
 

UPPER YOUNG ADULT (17 AND UP) 
 

1. Florence in Ecstasy by Jessie Chaffee 
In this poignant novel, a young woman named Hannah travels to Florence to outrun 
her old life and combat an eating disorder. Whenever she falters in her journey, the city, 
in all of its crumbling grandeur, is there to pull her out of the shadows. Chaffee presents 
a protagonist as flawed as she is beautiful. Published May 16 
 
2. Lanny by Max Porter 
Porter’s latest novel continues the beautiful, soul-searing work he started in Grief Is the 
Thing With Feathers. In Lanny, he delves into the intricacies of modern day life in a 
small village, all told through the eyes of a forgotten hedge-god. Simultaneously archaic 
and modern, this book entrances with lyrical prose and a creativity that cannot be 
denied. Published May 14 
 

3. Orange World by Karen Russell 
Each of Karen Russell’s short stories are masterpieces in their own right; achingly 

familiar and yet highly peculiar. Orange World is her third and latest collection of short 
stories featuring a ghost-ship lodge, a drowned city, a tornado farm, and a local 
succubus. Russell is gifted with acute insights, compassion, and a daring imagination. 
Published May 14 
 
4.  The Organ of Sense by Adam Ehrlich Sachs 
In 1666, a blind astronomer makes a prediction shared by no one else in the world: at 
the stroke of noon on June 30 of that year, a solar eclipse will cast all of Europe into 
darkness for four seconds. Is he mad or is he a visionary? Sachs brings his unique comic 
and philosophical sense to his debut novel, an intricate fable about understanding 
ourselves and the world. Published May 21 
 
 


